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Explore our line of comfortable, versatile and affordable headsets
Proudly Australian since 2003, locally designed and engineered, manufactured under contract in South Korea.

ADD-50 Monaural Headset

ADD-880 Binaural Headset

ADD-800 Monaural Headset
The lightweight design ensures low operator fatigue all day. The ADD-800 Series
also allows the user to find the perfect microphone and headband positions. With
our unique steadfast click-stop design, you can be confident that both
headband and boom arm positioning will remain all day long without the need
for constant re-alignment. With a super flexible microphone boom, reinforced
speaker cabinet, steadfast click-stop boom arm and the use of stress and
scratch resistant materials, the ADD-800 headsets have been designed to
withstand the toughest of call centre environments.

The lightweight design ensures low operator fatigue all day. The ADD-800 Series
also allows the user to find the perfect microphone and headband positions. With
our unique steadfast click-stop design, you can be confident that both
headband and boom arm positioning will remain all day long without the need
for constant re-alignment. With a super flexible microphone boom, reinforced
speaker cabinet, steadfast click-stop boom arm and the use of stress and
scratch resistant materials, the ADD-880 headsets have been designed to
withstand the toughest of call centre environments.

The ADD-50 series are stylish yet robust headsets which provide high quality
conversation and the ultimate listening experience. The ADD-50 series are built
with an extremely stylish, yet durable design. The headsets come with high-
quality leatherette earpads which ensure all day comfort, but the headsets are
also sonically welded, which ensures maximum robustness at stress points. The
headsets also come with high quality noise cancelling technology, which
ensures clear conversations. The ADD-50 series provides;  Advanced Acoustic
Shock Protection for ultimate sound safety against unwanted, unexpected loud
noises, as well as a flexible T-bar foam design which aims to reduce user fatigue.

Our Mission: To provide not only a leading line of peripherals both nationally and internationally,
but to supplement the experience with industry leading expertise, support and execution.

Our Values: Comfort, Versatility, Compatibility, Functionality, Style and Affordability
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ADD-665 Desk Phone Headset

ADD-685 Desk Phone/PC Headset

ADD-695 Desk Phone/PC/Bluetooth Headset

ADD-55 Binaural Headset

With a sense of comfort that lasts all day and technology allowing you to move
up to 100 metres from the base station, the ADD-685 also provides up to 8
continuous hours talk time. Noise cancelling technology gives clear
conversations during calls and Acoustic Shock Protection safeguards users
against acoustic shock and sudden surges in sound. The ADD-685 middle model
of our wireless headset range, with compatibility across an existing phone
system, PC softphones including CISCO, 8x8, RingCentral, 3CX and more. 

With a sense of comfort that lasts all day and technology allowing you to move
up to 100 metres from the base station, the ADD-695 also provides up to 8
continuous hours talk time. Noise cancelling technology gives clear
conversations during calls and Acoustic Shock Protection safeguards users
against acoustic shock and sudden surges in sound. The ADD-695 is the most
versatile of our wireless headset range, with compatibility across an existing
phone system, PC softphones including CISCO, 8x8, RingCentral, 3CX and more.
This headset also works with any bluetooth device enabling communication
across any platform

With a sense of comfort that lasts all day and technology allowing you to move
up to 100 metres from the base station, the ADD-665 also provides up to 8
continuous hours talk time. Noise cancelling technology gives clear
conversations during calls and Acoustic Shock Protection safeguards users
against acoustic shock and sudden surges in sound. The ADD-685 most
affordable model in our wireless headset range, compatible with your existing
phone system

The ADD-55 series are stylish yet robust headsets which provide high quality
conversation and the ultimate listening experience. The ADD-55 series are built
with an extremely stylish, yet durable design. The headsets come with high-
quality leatherette earpads which ensure all day comfort, but the headsets are
also sonically welded, which ensures maximum robustness at stress points. The
headsets also come with high quality noise cancelling technology, which
ensures clear conversations. The ADD-50 series provides;  Advanced Acoustic
Shock Protection for ultimate sound safety against unwanted, unexpected loud
noises, as well as a flexible T-bar foam design which aims to reduce user fatigue.
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ADD-20USB Monaural USB Headset

ADD-30USB Binaural USB Headset

The ADDCOM ADD-20USB monaural headset has been specially designed to work
with the Microsoft platforms offering greater flexibility and range around your
workstation. The simple to use USB can also be easily deployed to work with your
existing IT system and once connected to the PC, the headset seamlessly
registers on the Microsoft server and is ready to use. The headset features a
durable boom arm and noise-cancelling technology, superior sound quality and
all day comfort.

The ADDCOM ADD-30USB binaural headset has been specially designed to work
with the Microsoft platforms offering greater flexibility and range around your
workstation. The simple to use USB can also be easily deployed to work with your
existing IT system and once connected to the PC, the headset seamlessly
registers on the Microsoft server and is ready to use. The headset features a
durable boom arm and noise-cancelling technology, superior sound quality and
all day comfort.
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